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More than meets the FD(I)
Malaysia’s southern tiger is ready to roar
We visited Malaysia’s southern state of Johor last week to check on its FDI scene 
and outlook heading into 2020 and came away with conviction that the hope for 
stronger FDI flows into Malaysia is real. We visited AME Elite Consortium (AME 
MK, N-R), Axis REIT (AXRB MK, BUY), and MMC Corp’s (MMC MK, N-R) Port of 
Tanjung Pelepas (PTP). These companies provide insight on the overall sentiment 
of Malaysia’s FDI, coming from the eyes of an industrial park operator, their clients, 
as well as a port operator close to their operations.

Echoing the government’s focus on FDI
Malaysia’s Budget 2020 came with several incentives to attract more FDI into the 
country. This included an RM1bn pa allocation to target Fortune 500 companies and 
selecte ‘unicorn’ in identified sectors like technology and manufacturing. With the 
more-targeted focus and execution of the government, plus the right support from the 
local companies, the hope for stronger FDI flow into Malaysia is real.

A nucleus for Malaysia’s FDI; the hinterland of the south
Johor is home to several multinational companies ranging from highly-valued tech 
companies, food manufacturers, equipment makers, automotive maker, pharmaceutical
companies, courier and ecommerce companies. The state is strategically located with 
good access via its international airport, ports and two highways to Singapore 
positioning it as an attractive consideration for global companies looking to expand into 
Southeast Asia. Johor also houses electronic manufactureing services (EMS) players, 
ports and oil & gas.

Trade war impact mixed among the companies in Johor
The impact on businesses from the trade war has been mixed with PTP registering 
commendable container growth in 1H19, while a US manufacturing company which 
has been operating in Johor for over two decades, is operating at utilisation rate of only 
46%. The biggest beneficiary in our view are industrial park developers which are seeing
new enquiries continuing to pour in to set up facilities in Johor.

The companies we visited
∑ AME aims to emulate the likes of Amata of Thailand. It listed on the Bursa Malaysia 

in Oct 2019, and based on its prospectus it trades at trailing PE of 16x.
∑ Axis REIT is our top pick among Malaysian REITS. We expect its aggressive 

acquisitions to pay off with strong, yield acquisitive properties (net yield at least 7%).
∑ MMC Corp (Port of Tanjung Pelepas) was 18th in terms of global volume handled in 

2018. Its expansion plans have been delayed given global economic uncertainty. 
MMC Corp has long had plans to list its port operations.

http://www.clsa.com/
https://www.clsa.com/member/analysts/index.cfm?pagename=bios&alogin=limsu
https://www.clsa.com/member/country/?ccode=MY
http://www.clsa.com/
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Budget 2020 and FDI
The Malaysian government will make available up to RM1bn in customised 
packaged investment incentives annually over five years, as part of a strategic push 
to attract target Fortune 500 companies and global  unicorns in high technology, 
manufacturing, creative and new economic sectors. Ports have also been a focus 
area for Malaysia, with the government recently exempting 54 transhipment items 
from import licensing. In a turbulent 2019 for ports regionally, Malaysian operators 
have instead seen their throughput volumes increase by the double digits in % 
terms.  

Known as the “Southern Gateway of Malaysia”, Johor is the second largest state in 
Malaysia with an area of 19,016 km2. One of the more developed states in the 
nation, it is bounded by the Straits of Malacca in the west, the South China Sea in 
the East, and is of course Singapore’s closest neighbour (giving companies the 
option of manufacturing at a lower cost in Johor,  but shipping via Singapore). 

Johor had recorded the highest amount of foreign direct investments (FDI) in the 
country, with RM24.036bn in 2018. Proving itself to be no flash in the pan, Johor 
recorded RM2.249bn in FDI for 1Q19 alone, which saw a huge jump from only 
RM868.09m during the corresponding period last year

Figure 1

Companies that have found a home in Johor

Source: CLSA, Johor State Investment Corp

Find CLSA research on Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, Factset and CapitalIQ - and profit from our evalu@tor proprietary database at clsa.com

FDI is a key component of 
Malaysia’s Budget 2020

Strategically located

Some recognisable names
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Beneficiary of the supply chain manufacturing shift and effects of 
trade diversion
The state of Johor is attracting more manufacturing companies. The UK-based 
producer of high-tech home appliances has made Senai its global manufacturing 
hub since 2003 and over the past 15 years has injected billions of ringgit into the 
economy by outsourcing its production to local contract manufacturers, some of 
which have grown into large, publicly listed companies. Other potential investors in 
the high-tech industry come from China, France, Japan, Singapore, South Korea and 
the United States. 

Johor also intends to entice one of the world’s leading aerospace corporations, 
Airbus, to locate a commercial plane maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) 
operation in the state. In October 2018, GKN Aerospace, the world’s leading tier-
one supplier of aerospace systems and products, opened its MRO facility in 
Nusajaya Technology Park in Johor. 

On 18 September 2019, it was reported that Johor has received up to RM3.9bn of 
investments up to 30 June. During its recent mission to Xiamen, China recently, a 
group of 12 companies committed to invest RM400m to develop an industrial park 
in Iskandar Malaysia focusing on smart manufacturing.

Unlike Penang, where investments are managed under the purview of Invest 
Penang, Johor’s investments are more fragmented. While Mida oversees the federal 
tax incentives and pioneer status in Johor, its investment hubs are managed by the 
private sector: Senai Airport Free Trade Zone (MMC Corp), Nusajaya Tech Park 
(UEM Sunrise/Khazanah), Johor Technology Park (Johor Corp). Pengerang houses 
the oil & gas and petrochemical hub, which mainly operates under Petronas’ 
Refinery and Petrochemical Integrated Development (RAPID). Meanwhile, the 
electronics manufacturing services (EMS) players - VS Industry, SKP Resources and 
ATA IMS - are also located in Johor.

Industrial parks would be the main proxy for FDI/Investments, being a key 
beneficiary of the supply chain shift in the region. Industrial properties are a 
segment with allure unlike other property segments such as office and retail spaces 
which are facing oversupply. Newly listed AME Elite Consortium (AME) is one 
company in the industrial parks space. They are the face of the i-Park brands for 
gated, guarded and managed industrial parks (more details below).

However, fates of companies are not equal as we noted that some manufacturing 
facilities faced lower utilisation as a result of the trade war disruption. But even 
then, with product diversification, the manufacturing facility still faces space 
constraints and is still looking for expansion. Typically, these manufacturing 
facilities are export intermediaries, mostly to Singapore.

Fragmented, private sector 
management of investment 

hubs

Johor has been home
to a UK-based producerr of 

hi-tech home appliances, 
making it its global 

manufacturing hub since 
2003

Aerospace companies are 
heading to Johor

Strong demand for 
industrial park facilities

Manufacturers: some have 
been negatively affected by 

the trade war, but because 
of diversification, they still 

need space

A ‘to-go’ place for industrial 
parks
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Figure 2 Figure 3

Malaysia FDI approved Malaysia FDI

Note: * Up to 1H19; Source: CLSA, MIDA Source: CLSA, BNM, DOSM

Figure 4 Figure 5

Malaysia FDI approved by sector Malaysia FDI by sector

Source: CLSA, MIDA *YTD Source: CLSA, BNM

Figure 6 Figure 7

Malaysia manufacturing FDI approved by state Malaysia approved manufacturing FDI

Source: CLSA, MIDA Source: CLSA, MIDA

Figure 8 Figure 9

Manufacturing investment by country (2018) Malaysia manufacturing data – PMI 

Source: CLSA, MIDA Source: CLSA, Bloomberg

Malaysia’s approved FDI is 
at a record high. It typically 

lags realised FDI from as 
short as six months to as 

long as 3-5 years depending 
on the nature of the FDI

The manufacturing sector is 
key to FDI growth

Johor’s approved 
manufacturing FDI was the 

highest in 2018

Manufacturing activates in 
Malaysia remain promising. 

It is expected to benefit 
from the protracted trade 
war and the relocation of 

manufacturing facilities in 
Asean
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Industrial parks: AME 
An industrial park is a portion of a city which is zoned for industrial use. It is typically 
a space which houses manufacturing facilities, production, transportation and 
warehousing facilities for both local and foreign companies. Industrial parks can be 
free zone, mixed, specialised as well as gated & guarded. To date, there are 
approximately 650 industrial parks in Peninsular Malaysia, of which 117 are in 
Johor. Johor is a key market for commercial and industrial properties in the southern 
region of Malaysia which saw growth from FDIs as multinational companies set up 
or expanded their manufacturing facilities over the years. 

Figure 10

Industrial parks in select states in Malaysia

Source: CLSA, Company, EPU, MIDA, SDC, Smith Zander

Figure 11

Johor: key industrial parks

Source: CLSA, Google maps

AME is Malaysia-listed 
industrial park company and 
a direct FDI and investment 

proxy

Johor has the second 
highest number of industrial 

parks after Selangor 

We visited i-Park@ 
Indahpura and i-Park at 

Senai Airport City
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Industriously attracting FDI
To start the day, we met with AME Elite (N-R). The company was recently listed on 
Bursa Malaysia in early October 2019 as the first pure, industrial park company in 
Malaysia. The stock is comparable with Amata and WHA in Thailand (closest asean 
comparable) which are trading at 14.5x and 15.8x forward consensus PEs. AME is 
currently trading 2019 16x trailing PE according to its prospectus. An industrial park 
developer, AME also provides construction services, engineering services, as well 
as property management services (of the parks as well as worker’s dormitories). 

AME provides a one-stop industrial space solutions from the point Of building 
industrial parks, to the construction of large manufacturing plants and industrial 
properties, also carries our engineering services (pre-cast concrete works, steel 
engineering works and M&E engineering services), as well as property investment 
and rental and management of workers’ dormitories. Hosting several MNC’s, i-
Park@ Senai Airport City was built with multiple types of factories (some custom), 
worker dormitories, sports and recreational facilities, all within a gated, guarded, 
and most importantly, managed, industrial parks. AME’s maiden industrial park 
development project was i-Park at SiLC at Nusajaya. Given where AME’s industrial 
parts are located, it is a beneficiary of the manufacturing shift from Singapore, in 
addition to other multinational corporations which have set up shop in Malaysia.

While Malaysia itself is not lacking in the number of industrial/business parks 
located within the country, AME’s key difference lies in attracting high quality 
MNC’s lies in its ability to customise its offerings. One such multi-national required 
a 7,000amp power supply (huge for one single facility). Working with Tenaga 
Nasional (TNB MK) and the government, AME was able to customise, build, and 
deliver the space within 12 months. Meeting the needs of clients remains a key 
factor in attracting high-quality MNC investment into the the country. 

From 2018, according to AME, it has seen increased demand for industrial property 
within Malaysia, with existing clients asking for more space within their existing 
parks, and for the company to expand to other states in Malaysia. According to 
AME, Penang and Selangor are possible locations for future expansion.

The company also provides ancillary services to its clients. Aside from providing 
management and maintenance of their industrial parks, AME provides worker 
accommodation in the form of dormitories dubbed i-Stay. The dormitories are safe 
and secure with entrances into the living quarters equipped with biometric entry 
points. Operating five locations within Johor, we made our way to its latest site –
Senai Airport City, followed by i-Park@Indahpura. We also got a glimpse of its 
worker accommodation – i-Stay.

Each site also featured amenities in the form of convenience stores, canteens, 
mobile phone stores, clinics, multi-purpose vending machines and automated 
laundry shops, where cashless transactions are encouraged. This is operated by 
Merchantrade, which also gives the workers the option of remitting cash to their 
home countries, again reducing the holding risk of cash. Cashless payments are the 
preferred use of pay @ i-Stay

First stop: AME Elite

And one-stop industrial 
space solution which 

includes worker dormitories

Provides the extra mile to 
meet customer 

requirements 

Next stop – Selangor and 
Penang

Many amenities available!

Our first impression 
heading into the area was 

‘Wow, this looks more like a 
gated community than an 

industrial park’
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Figure 12 Figure 13

i-Park@Senai Airport City (topography view) i-Park@Senai Airport City – work in progress

Source: CLSA, Company Source: CLSA

Figure 14 Figure 15

i-Park@Senai Airport City – sample unit
x x

i-Park@Senai Airport City – infrastructure-ready

Source: CLSA Source: CLSA 

Figure 16 Figure 17

i-Stay at i-Park@Senai Airport City iPark@ Senai Airport City – sample unit (inside)

Source: CLSA, Company Source: CLSA 
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Figure 18 Figure 19

i-Stay workers’ dormitory units i-Stay workers’ dormitory bathrooms

Source: CLSA Source: CLSA

Figure 20 Figure 212

i-Stay workers’ dormitory units Automated entrances to workers’ dormitories

Source: CLSA Source: CLSA, Company 

Figure 22 Figure 23

Go cashless! Clinic

Source: Company Source: Company

Figure 24 Figure 25

Convenience store Laundromat

Source: Company Source: Company

The bedrooms look like 
hostels, with multiple 

showers in each dormitory 
unit

Many amenities are 
available

Living areas are spacious, 
with Astro (pay-TV 

operator) in dormitories 

Safe and secure -
automated entrances to 

dormitories
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We also took a drive to AME’s older industrial park – i-Park@Indahpura, which also 
houses Axis REIT’s facilities (see next section). We didn’t get out of the car to walk 
about but we saw the difference between the newer concept of gated, guarded and 
managed iPark@Senai Airport City vs the project at Indahpura. That said, it is still 
burgeoning.

i-Park@Indahpura
i-Park@Indahpura has a total GDV of RM1.1bn spanning over 190 acres. Phases 1 
and 2 were completed in 2016; Phase 3 is current work-in-progress and is 
scheduled to be completed by 2023. Also complemented with workers’ dormitories 
which has a capacity of 3,200 beds. 85% of its occupants are multinational 
corporations, of which 40% are from Singapore. Profile of its occupants range from 
automotive, pharmaceutical, warehouses for courier and e-commerce companies 
and tech players.

Figure 26 Figure 27

i-Park@Indahpura (topography view) i-Stay at i-Park@Indahpura

Source: CLSA, Company Source: CLSA, Company 

Figure 28 Figure 29

i-Park@Indahpura – view of units i-Park@Indahpura – Work in progress

Source: CLSA Source: CLSA

AME’s pipeline remains strong, according to the company. Our tour around its 
industrial parks showed that the bulk of its latest clientele comes from China, and 
AME stated that more enquiries are coming in every day. This is similar to our recent 
findings, where Asean remains the preferred destination when it comes to trade 
diversion, and for China specifically, it tends to be Malaysia.

85% of occupants are 
multinational corporations, 

of which 40% are 
Singapore-based 

Drawing potential clientele 
from China
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Figure 30

Leading the flock: China’s ODI in Malaysia versus other asean states

Source: WIND

After a quick lunch at AME’s sales gallery, we made our way to our next pit-stop, 
where Axis REIT had arranged for us to meet one of their international clients.

Manufacturing facilities: Axis REIT’s properties
Being a pure domestic play, albeit a small cap proxy, Axis REIT is well positioned to 
take advantage of external noise. The US-China trade war could potentially boost 
Axis REIT’s acquisitive game plan as manufacturers bulk up inventories and are in 
search of logistics facilities, particularly in the built-to-suit space. To date, Axis has 
completed RM163m in acquisitions with several targets (RM135m) moved to FY20. 
We impute another c.RM200m in acquisitions for 20-21CL with an estimated yield 
of 7%. Axis REIT has 26% of its portfolio of properties concentrated in Johor, across 
Pasir Gudang, Gelang Patah, Nusajaya and Kulaijaya; the largest proportion of its 
portfolio of assets. 

Figure 31

Axis REIT’s acquisition pipeline up to 1H20

FedEx Batu 
Kawan 

Distribution 
Centre

Bayan Lepas 
Industrial 

Facility 1, Pulau 
Pinang

Manufacturing 
Facilities, 

Nusajaya, Johor

Manufacturing 
Facility Kota 

Kinabalu, Sabah

Manufacturing 
facilities, Shah 
Alam, Selangor

Manufacturing 
facility Nilai, 

Negeri Sembilan

Warehouse-
cum-office 

building in PTP, 
Johor

Target 
completion 
date

1H2020 2H2019 1H2020 1H2020 2H2019 1H2020 1H2020

Land area Approx. 1.01 
acres

Approx. 2.07 
acres

Approx. 5.2 
acres

Approx. 21.63 
acres

Approx. 9.41 
acres

Approx. 8.75 
acres

Approx. 8.177 
acres

Land tenure Leasehold Leasehold Freehold Leasehold Leasehold Leasehold Leasehold
Occupancy 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Purchase 
price

RM 3.9 mil RM 20.5 mil RM 55.8 mil RM 60 mil RM 55.8 mil RM 50 mil RM 65 mil

WALE - Approx. 2 years Approx. 4 years 15 years Approx. 4 years 10 years 10 years
Starting gross 
yield

9.00% 7.80% 6.79% - - 6.32% -

Construction 
cost

RM 11.9 mil - - - - - -

Source: CLSA, Company

Continuous FDI into 
Malaysia – check! So far so 

good.

A handful of properties in 
Johor
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Figure 32 Figure 33

Axis REIT: Nusajaya facility (completed 30 Sep 2019) Axis REIT: D37c Warehouse PTP Johor (target to complete 1H20)

Source: CLSA, Company Source: CLSA, Company 

Axis-tential Crisis?
Our next visit was to a client of Axis REIT – FCI Connectors. The company is a sub-
division of Amphenol Corp, a designer and manufacturer of connectors and cable 
assemblies for servers, storage, data centres, and networking solutions. Founded in 
Chicago, the company has held a presence in Malaysia for over two decades.

The facility we saw was acquired in 2007, and is single-tenanted. The facility’s 
business mainly manufactures connectors and cable assemblies for servers, storage, 
data centres, and networking solutions. The appraised value is almost doubled since 
acquisition. Rental yield is at 13.5% while net property income margin is above 90%. 
The rental contract is renewable every two years from the expiry of the lease term 
provided that three months’ notice be given by the company. 

Figure 34 Figure 35

Axis REIT: FCI facility FCI: Example of products

Source: CLSA Source: CLSA

Another industrial park 
player

One of Axis REIT’s older 
facilities; single-tenanted 
since acquisition in 2007

Axis REIT’s facility at 
i-Park@Indahpura 
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Trade war woes were however to FCI’s detriment and saw utilization rate decline 
for the year. Curiously, despite describing themselves to be in somewhat of a tough 
situation, FCI mentioned that it is looking to expand their presence in Malaysia. The 
company is in talks to find a larger space in which to introduce new product lines 
into Malaysia to expand revenue streams.

FCI’s outlook wasn’t the best. During our visit of its facility, it said its utilisation rate 
was noted to be at 46%, although running 24hrs/day on a dual shift. Our host 
mentioned that with the trade-war, demand for their products have been soft out 
of China, one of their main markets. This matches the sentiment that we’ve seen in 
which U.S. tech companies have been feeling more of a pinch when compared to 
European of Asian produces. A by-product of the U.S.-China trade war, as evidenced 
by the recent Texas Instrument (TXN US) earnings. It would appear that with for 
companies feeling the pinch from a trade war, it still made sense to shift more 
production into a country like Malaysia, seeking lower costs.’

CLSA strategist Adrian Mowat also favours Asian technology, with Overweights in 
Korea and Taiwan. Technical analyst Laurence Balanco notes the divergence in US 
vs Asian tech as well. The Asia ex-Japan IT sector versus US technology sector (XLK 
US) ratio has recently broken above downtrend resistance drawn off the 2017 
relative highs as well as its 200-day MA. 

Figure 36

MSCI Asia ex-Japan vs MSCI World

Source: CLSA 

Ports in Johor – Port of Tanjung Pelepas
The federal government is seeking to make the Port of Tanjung Pelepas (PTP) a 
major transhipment hub competing among the best in the world. This was the 
foundation on which PTP was built in the late 1990s, in order to compete with 
Singapore for the cargo transhipment market. The port’s location on the east-west 
sea trade lane puts it in a better position via-a-vis Port Klang to compete effectively 
against Singapore. The terminal is a 30:70 joint venture between APM Terminals, 
the port operating arm of AP Moeller-Maersk and MMC Corp Bhd. 

The MMC-APM JV has enabled a new record to be set with PTP being the first port 
in the world to depart a vessel with final load of over 19,000 TEUs. The milestone 
was accomplished on 18 August 2018 when Mumbai Maersk, one of Maersk’s 2nd 
Generation Triple-E vessels left the port on the Asia-to-Europe Service with the 
record load of 19,038 TEUs.

The tech sector is 
favourable in the eyes of 

our strategist

Although in a tough 
situation, the company is 
still looking to expand its 

presence in Malaysia

Not all rosy from the trade 
war

PTP is a 30:70 joint venture 
between APM Terminals 

and MMC Corp Bhd 
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Volatility in geopolitical factors have resulted in a lack of clarity as to the group’s 
outlook. With the bulk of its containers dedicated to the China-Europe route, 
uncertainties over Brexit and global tensions have led to slowdown in its volumes 
YTD 2019. For 2019, PTP is targeting for 9.1m TEUs, having brought this down 
from its original target of 9.5m due to slowdown in its operations. This will 
represent a mere 1.6% YoY growth for PTP, assuming its 2019 target is reached. 
PTP is generally a transhipment port, making up over 95% of its volume handled.

Through-put’ing along
The last visit of the day was to MMC’s Port of Tanjung Pelepas (PTP), where we 
sought to gain some clarity on throughput volumes. Asian ports – particularly China 
– have seen valuations dwindle due to festering trade uncertainty. Trading at more 
than 50% discounts to BV, the decline reflects the risk of a trade-induced recession.

Figure 37

Chinese ports in deep water

Source: Bloomberg

This hasn’t been the case in Malaysia. Transhipments have flourished with 
Westports (WPRTS MK, O-PF) showing 13% YoY container growth in 3Q19, while 
PTP dialled in a commendable 5% container growth in 1H19. A beneficiary of 
shipping alliances rerouting networks, major shipping alliances such as The Ocean 
Alliance and the 2M alliance have shown more volumes to both Westports and PTP 
in the first half of the year, with Westports seeing the volume continue into 3Q19. 

PTP’s volumes are 95% transhipment, with the remainder being gateway. Though 
not a direct beneficiary of the FDI in Malaysia, the rerouting of lanes as a result of 
trade diversions have helped PTP to maintain their YoY container volume growth in 
trying times for regional ports.

Competing with some of the best in the world, PTP is ranked 18th in terms of 
volume handled in 2018, recording 8.96m TEUs during the year (+7% YoY). Port 
Klang on the other hand is ranked 13th, comprising of 1) Northport which is also 
part of MMC Corp Bhd and 2) Westport which is managed by Westports Holdings 
Bhd. 

Slowdown in container 
throughput volume due to 

uncertainties in Europe

PTP has a major role to play 
in the government’s push to 

make Malaysia more 
attractive as a shipping hub

. .  .the reverse is true for 
Malaysian ports, which are 

a beneficiary of trade 
diversion

Chinese ports are not doing 
well. . . 
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Figure 38 Figure 39

View of PTP PTP: Cranes at work

Source: CLSA Source: CLSA

PTP’s key advantage is in its arrangement with Maersk, world’s largest container 
shipping group which operates a dedicated berth at PTP. This makes PTP the only 
Malaysian port to have a JV arrangement to operate berths with global shipping 
companies. Maersk uses PTP primarily as the transshipment hub for its Asia-North 
Europe services, and Singapore for its Asia-Mediterranean services. PTP hopes that 
with slowdown in its China-Europe route, Maersk will reallocate its throughput 
volume across the Johor strait instead.
Figure 40

Top 20 global container ports

Source: CLSA, Company
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PTP is ranked 18th in terms 
of total volume handled in 

2018 with 8.96m TEUs

PTP is hopeful that its 
arrangement with Maersk 
will make up for a drop in 

its China-Europe routes
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Figure 41

Volume handled by PTP from 2000 to 2018 (m TEUs)

Note: Management targets 9.1m TEUs for 2019
Source: CLSA, Company

When asked on the company for its outlook for 2H19, it was unfortunately not too 
rosy. Its expects growth to moderate in 2H19, PTP believes that it will handle 9.1mil 
TEUs for 2019 (2018: 9.0mil TEU). Barely any growth despite the growth seen in 
the first half. It was brought to our attention that given APM Terminals’ 
shareholding in PTP, their routes were more Euro-Asia dominated, vs Westports’ 
Intra-Asian dominance. With 2H19 forecasted container volumes softening, PTP’s 
management believes that it is a reflection of contraction in European growth.

Nevertheless, our drive through of the port itself showed busy scenes. PTP had just 
recently handled the world’s largest cargo vessel, the MSC Gülsün. PTP became the 
first port in the world to hit back to back records for highest utilization when the 
Gülsün left port with a record 19,574 TEUs.

Figure 42 Figure 43

MSC Gulsun berthing at PTP Noticeable containers from shipping alliances

Source: Hellenic shipping Source: CLSA

Given that PTP is operating at 73% utilization of its 12.5m TEUs capacity currently, 
there is a need to increase its container handling capacity in the long-term. 
Management had originally intended to raise its capacity to 32m TEUs by 2030 
(3.4m TEUs by 2025 and 16.2m TEUs by 2030). Additionally, the port’s berth length 
will also be extended from the current 5km to 12.5km by 2030 (1.5km by 2025 and 
6km by 2030). We understand that the construction period for one berth can take 
between 12 to 15 months. Given that Phase 3 comprises of 3 berths, we estimate 
that it could take anytime between 3 to 4 years to complete. However, the timing 
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of construction is not finalized and highly subjected to change given the uncertain 
economic conditions currently.

PTP’s foresight may not be too far off the mark. Global data shows flattish global 
container-volume growth in September, mirroring a dull peak season, hindered by 
U.S.-China trade relations and a weaker economic outlook, while lacking last year's 
front-loading boost.

Figure 44

Asian routes have broadly declined in 2019

Source: Bloomberg

And that was that!
Coming away from this trip, we’d like to think so. Industrial parks are seeing more 
demand, MNC’s are looking for additional space to relocate into, and shipping 
alliances are shifting more volume into Malaysia’s ports. 

There aren’t too many ‘direct’ FDI stocks to play in Malaysia. Most tend to be 
indirect beneficiaries, such as glove exporters, or EMS players, with industrial parks 
the exception.

Figure 45

Companies we visited

Stock Market Cap (RM mn) REC Target

AME MK 777 N-R N-R

AXRB MK 2,460 BUY 2.20

MMC MK 3,045 N-R N-R

Source: CLSA 

Global container volume 
has broadly declined

So, is Malaysia a beneficiary 
of FDI via trade diversion?
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